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Committee chairpersons thanked
ON behalf of the ECHO
Board and management, we
would like to thank residents
who served on the Resident
and Entertainment Committees in 2018. We also thank
the many volunteers who assist the Entertainment Com-

mittees during the year. For
those residents who accepted
nominations to serve on
these committees and who
were not elected, thank you
for making yourselves available. Please do not be discouraged and continue to

On the Great Wall of China

support the committees in
2019. We thank the following
committee chairpersons for
their valuable contributions
and support in 2018.
Residents Committee
Chairpersons 2018
Derek Jacobs – DP/DFP
Robert McGeer – Fairhaven
Geoffrey Jones – KG
Peter Hall – LPE
Stella Kinghorn – LPW
Andy Bester – NC
Bruce Robertson – SP/LMP
Ian Moore – WP/OO
Entertainment Committee
Chairpersons 2018

TREVOR and DENISE LONG on the Great Wall of China –
the highlight of their Asian trip, which included Vietnam,
South Korea and Japan. Trevor has also just won Rotary
International’s top award. See Pages 13, 14 and 15.
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Ernie Pike – Caritas
Kathy Spurrier – DP/DFP
Danie Gericke – FH
John Crowe – KG
Desiree Martin – LPE (WSC)
Lucille Douglas – LPW
Neels van Rooyen – NC
Alfred Newton – SP/LMP
Aileen Rowland – WP/OO
Turn to Page 15

Vice-chairman Grant Howard’s profile
GRANT HOWARD was born
and raised in King William’s
Town and East London. He matriculated at Stirling High School
in East London in 1989 and
went on to complete his tertiary
studies at the University of Port
Elizabeth (now the Nelson Mandela University), where he obtained his B.Proc degree in
1996. Grant completed his articles at Kaplan Blumberg Friedman & Scheckter in 1998 and
was appointed as a partner of
Kaplan Blumberg in August
2000. Grant’s speciality is Labour and Commercial Law. He
is also an admitted Conveyancer. Grant is married to Desireah (also an attorney who
specialises in Labour Law) and
they have two teenage sons,
Tanner and Jordan. Grant is an
avid spear-fisherman who travels throughout the country and
beyond to enjoy his chosen

GRANT HOWARD
sport and search for that “one
special fish of a lifetime”. Interestingly, encouraged by his father and grandfather, Grant
played lawn bowls from a young
age and represented Eastern
Province (also winning the EP
Pairs). His bowls have been
collecting dust for about 15
years, but perhaps he will make
a comeback at some stage. If

Grant is not on the side-lines
supporting his sons, you will either find him on the sea or in the
bush. He can’t decide which he
loves most. Grant is a lay
preacher at the Greenacres
Presbyterian Church, which is
attended by some ECHO residents. Unfortunately, work and
family commitments make it difficult for him to preach regularly,
but you can listen to some of his
messages on the church’s website www.gapchurch.co.za.
Grant has been a member of
the ECHO board since June
2006. Asked about his role as a
director, he said: “Being a director of ECHO and part of such a
dynamic board is a great privilege. The fact that I am able to
contribute in some small way to
the well-being of staff and residents is truly fulfilling and it
gives me great joy to be a part
of the ECHO family.”

Dream job for new staff nurse Liesl Taylor
LIESL TAYLOR started working
for ECHO as a staff nurse in
mid-January. She believes it is
her dream job and says: “I am
so happy to be part of the
ECHO Foundation and blessed
to work with such lovely colleagues and residents.” She
was born in East London in
1976, the youngest of four children, and was quite a tomboy
until she was about 10. At that
age, her father was transferred
to PE and she has been here
ever since. She grew up in
Bluewater Bay and loved roaming around the beach and river.
She attended primary school at
Clarendon in East London and
then went to Collegiate in PE.
Her ambition after leaving
school was to be a police officer. However, all posts were
frozen in 1994-95 so her next

LIESL TAYLOR
dream was nursing. She started
at Greenacres Hospital and
completed her training at Netcare Training College. She
worked in the paediatric ward for
about four years. From there
she went to the labour wards
and enjoyed maternity work for
about 15 years. She then took a
temporary post at Pathcare at St

The ECHO Foundation board, management and the Hello-o-o
Echo editorial committee are not responsible for the views
expressed or the statements made in this publication.
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George’s Hospital to gain more
experience. From there she
went to the Dora Nginza critical
ante-natal care ward. She was
in her element there, but after
three years she went back to
Netcare to work part time until
she was offered the job by
ECHO. Liesl’s son, Jason, is 22.
She also has a daughter,
Grace, who is almost two. Her
children mean the world to her.
Her parents live in a granny flat
at her house in Westering,
where she has lived for six
years. Her eldest brother is a
policeman in East London and
her other brother is in Australia.
She has a sister in PE. Liesl’s
interests are anything medical
and she enjoys the adrenalin
rush of an emergency. She
shows empathy and concern for
her patients and the residents
are very happy to have her
serving them.
MARION MOORE

Hobos and Bag Ladies join in the fun

JUNE PERRYER in her
“stylish” Bag Lady outfit at
the Fairhaven Hobo Party!

Three Bag Ladies having great fun at Fairhaven's
Valentine's Hobo Party were VERNA CLACK,
JEAN STEVENSON and AUDREY SCHIMPER.

Dancing at Fairhaven's Valentine's Hobo Party were CHRIS
RHODES, EVE JENSEN, who never misses a chance to join
in the spirit of things, PAT RHODES and DAWN DE WITT.

PIETER and ANSIE DU
RANDT in their outfits.

ANNA AARTZ joined in
the fun dressed as a Bag
Lady at the Hobo Party.

Five Bag Lady beauties SHIRLEY FARGE, WENDY DAINES,
ANNIE MAY, TOKKIE COERTZE and FAY VAN AARDT.
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Esly promotes benefits of line dancing
ESLY STRYDOM is well
known at Walton Park as the
line dancing teacher. She
came to Walton Park at the
end of 2015. She was born
and grew up in Coldstream in
the Tsitsikamma forests with
a view of the beautiful Formosa mountain peak. That
area gave her a love of hiking. She attended a two-room
school where five standards
were in one classroom and
Std 4 and 5 in the other one.
When she married in 1964,
she and her husband went to
live in Kimberley, then moved
to East London. They had
one daughter and two sons.
Sadly, she was widowed at a
young age. Her daughter and
older son live in SA and her
younger son in New Zealand.
Most years she visits him and
his family. She has four
grandsons and one granddaughter. Esly and her children moved to PE after her
husband died. Her parents
had already retired here so
they were available to give
her support. Early in the
2000s she started line dancing. Esly has her level 3
grade, also known as intermediate. She has also attended line dancing workshops led by people from
overseas. One was Niels
Paulsen, a Danish instructor
and award-winning choreographer, who toured SA in
2012. South Africans now
also run workshops. Esly has
two classes at Walton Park,
which ladies from Kruger
Gardens, Laubscher Park
East and Somerson attend.
She also gives line dancing
classes at Laubscher Park
East. Another talent of Esly’s
is painting. She took drawing

Some of Esly Strydom’s advanced class in action: ANDRA
NUTTAL, DANEL BOUWER, JUDY JONES, VAL ARCHER,
YVONNE MEYER, JUDY BECK and GLENDA MUNRO.
and painting classes in about
2008 and now has some
beautiful oil paintings on her
walls. Her other interests are
running and hiking. She used
to hike seriously and regularly, but now does it only occasionally. She hopes more
retired people will get involved in line dancing as it
has physical, mental and social benefits. She is always
cheerful, enthusiastic and encouraging with her dancers.
MARION MOORE
Walton Park

ESLY STRYDOM

New WP residents welcomed

New residents’ tea at Walton Park: PHILIP NEL, LILIAN
SWANEPOEL (general manager operations), SID STRONG
and MAGDA SWANEPOEL (hidden), ROBERT and JULIE
GLENNIE, GERT STANDER, JOHANNA KNOESEN, ENA
GRIFFIN and JOEY LOHUIS (social services manager).
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Line dancers entertain MK residents

Munro Kirk resident AUDREY COOPER with
line dancers DANEL BOUWER, ESLY
STRYDOM and GLENDA MUNRO.
THE Dancing Queens line
dancers entertained Munro
Kirk residents in March. The
group is led by Esly Strydom,
of Walton Park, and is made
up of dancers from various
retirement villages, including
Walton Park, Kruger Gardens
and Summer Dunes. The
dancers, as well as the residents, thoroughly enjoyed the
afternoon of dancing and
chatting. When they left, everyone felt uplifted and happy
and were looking forward to
their next visit. The performance by the Dancing Queens
was arranged by ECHO activity organiser Marietjie
Marx. She keeps the residents of Munro Kirk and Lapa
Munnik entertained with a
variety of activities during the
week. They include karaoke,
arts and crafts, flower arranging and visits by children and
entertainers.

ESLY STRYDOM, leader of the Dancing
Queens line dancers, with PATRICK
GREGORY at Munro Kirk.

CATHY BINNELL (centre) joins in the fun with line dancers
JOAN PULLEN and ESLY STRYDOM.
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Easter Bonnet Parade winners at LPE

JANE OELOFSE with her
selection for the Fruity Tea
at Laubscher Park East.

The winners of the LP East Easter Bonnet Parade were IAN
CLARK (most original), LORRAINE BREEN (most Eastery)
and CICELY WAKEFORD (cutest hat), with judges BERT
and MAUREEN VAN VLEDDER, of LP West, behind them.

YVONNE WEISS accepts
her lucky dip prize from
LOURENCO VAN RENSBURG, of Klinicare.

MARIA KING, EDITH PARKER, BERYL ALLERS, DAPHNE
CLARK, FRANCINA BOSMAN and RUTH ACKERMAN
show the gift bags they made at the crafts afternoon.

Knit and Natter group members LINDA KRITZINGER,
MARLENE BEZUIDENHOUT, CAROL SCHONKNECHT,
JOAN ROUX and CICELY WAKEFORD display their work.
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FRANCINA BOSMAN with
MARETHA ZEELIE holding
up a jersey she made.

Viv Francis – Kruger Gardens Ironman
WHEN an Ironman competitor
mentioned he had been to
Kruger Gardens this year to visit
an Ironman legend, Echo residents pricked up their ears. Viv
Francis is well known in international Ironman circles where he
is respected for completing 11
Ironman events, four of which
were at the World Championships in Hawaii, where you compete against the best in the
world. To compete in Hawaii is
not a simple procedure – you
have to be invited to participate.
You must first succeed in other
Ironman competitions by winning your age group, then wait
for the “roll down” to see if you
have been offered a slot. Viv
has always been supported,
seconded and encouraged by
Ione, his devoted wife, who often waited hours in the dark for
him to cross the finish line. Their
four children are equally supportive and each one has been to
Hawaii at some time to cheer on
their father. This gentle and
modest couple have a simple
philosophy – “Mysterious things
happen when you trust in God.”

VIV FRANCIS in his Hawaiian
shirt and IONE in the outfit
she wore for the award ceremony in Hawaii in 2001 with a
poster advertising the event.
They are well travelled, through
Viv’s professional work as a civil
engineer and, of course, his running, swimming and cycling ability. Ione is still very active, she
runs, swims and cycles too and
she has probably done the
equivalent of four Ironman
marathons through her support!

Viv says it has been a privilege
to have taken part in these
events and that the training is
harder than the race itself. To
see their photographs, posters
and memorabilia and to hear of
their experiences is inspirational. On one occasion Viv became ill while training in the
high areas of Hawaii. Luckily
Ione was cycling beside him
and could call for medical assistance. There is a “Vog” that
comes off the active volcano
that can cause problems for the
athletes. Once Viv was at sea
level again he recovered quickly
and was able to race. No wet
suits are allowed for the 3,8km
sea swim in Hawaii as the water
is too warm at 25C and the athletes get too hot even though
they are not swimming where
the lava from the volcano constantly runs into the ocean. No
wonder Viv is known as The
Legend. We hope his achievements might encourage others
to follow in his footsteps.
DI HAARHOFF
Kruger Gardens

Creative Lyn Truter’s beading and ceramics
LYN TRUTER, of Kruger Gardens, is one of ECHO’s many
talented residents. The Truters’
delightful home reflects her artistic creativity and we all admire
the beautiful beaded necklaces
which she makes herself. Embroidering beads on to cushions
and pillowcases is another of
her imaginative activities. But
she also excels at pottery, ceramics and porcelain work, a
hobby she started about 30
years ago in Durban. Later she
had her own studio in Cape
Town and then Port Elizabeth.
Lyn says you learn as you go!
She used to conduct classes,
but now works in a studio with
David Moss. Her home and garden are full of her beautiful
creations. In the accompanying

LYN TRUTER with some of her ceramics and beaded necklaces
pictures she shows some of her
pots and succulents. She is
holding two of her mice and behind is her latest work, an outstanding porcelain mobile of
fishes. At every KG Christmas
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dinner she makes individual
gifts for each person. They are
exquisite and bring joy to all.
DI HAARHOFF
Kruger Gardens

Wine tasting and picnic at Schoenies

GERALD and BEV MATTHEUS, KAREN SMITH and ZODUMA NGAMLANA were among the
Caritas members who enjoyed a wine tasting at Theesecombe Estate Wine on March 7.

ROSE LONDT says cheers
at the wine tasting. Caritas
members also went to Grillers for breakfast and Little
Georgia’s for lunch in April.

Caritas had a picnic lunch at Schoenies on February 21.
Those with a sense of adventure climbed the steps down
to the beach while others like JOANNE SCHROEDER,
JOAN VIVIERS, THELMA DYER, SANDY OHLHOF, JOEY
DE JAGER and MARTIE BESTER strolled to the cannon.

FLORENCE GLAGO, STELLA OAKES and COLLETTE BOSMAN had fun making cards with
ECHO activity organiser Marietjie Marx at Munro Kirk.
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Cheese and wine at Normandy Court

JESS and ANDY BESTER and CARMEN
RAUBENHEIMER at the Normandy Court
cheese and wine evening, sponsored by
the new Entertainment Committee.

ZETA COLLOCOTT, MARY DWYER and
CARMEN RAUBENHEIMER were among
those who enjoyed themselves so much
that they stayed on for several hours.

Chinese evening a success

GAIL BEATRIX enjoyed the
cheese and wine.

Fish and chips
THE Normandy Court Entertainment Committee arranged
a fish and chips evening and
about a dozen residents
braved the rather windy and
fairly cold weather to enjoy
their meal. Good fellowship
was enjoyed by all those who
attended.

PATSY BADENHORST, HILTON CLARKE, PAULINE and
PETER VAN BLERK and JOHAN NIEMAND were among the
21 Normandy Court residents who sat down to a lovely
Chinese meal catered by Judy Forlee. Six others ordered
takeaways. Several residents battled on with chopsticks
and some took the easy option by using spoons. As the
evening progressed, the candles in the lanterns which
decorated the tables were lit and the camaraderie increased, as did the laughter. A big thank-you to the ladies
for arranging the evening and for the lovely decorations.
ANDY BESTER, Normandy Court
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Talented SP residents show their work

Wedding bells rang at Stanbury Park on Friday, May 3, for PETER KINGSTON and GAIL
VAN DER MERWE. They met on line eight years ago and finally tied the knot. Gail is
flanked by one of her paintings and a beautiful mosaic.

LOUISE JACKSON with samples of her embroidery and crocheting.
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Wedding bells and fete at Walton Park
JOHAN FERREIRA and SYLVIA GROENEWALD were married in
the Walton Park Chapel on Saturday, May 11. Sylvia wore an attractive floral dress and carried a bouquet of white, red and pink
roses mingled with baby’s breath. Johan was dressed in a smart
dark suit and had a yellow chrysanthemum buttonhole. Friends
and family members were present, but both have children overseas who were not able to attend. One of Sylvia’s sons and
Johan’s sister were there. The ceremony was conducted by Pastor Koot Swanepoel from Jeffreys Bay. Sylvia’s sweet little
granddaughter presented the rings. After the ceremony they
went to Ockie Oosthuizen for the reception. The couple spent
two nights at the Road Lodge for a mini honeymoon. They have
known each other since Sylvia moved to Ockie Oosthuizen three
years ago shortly after she lost her husband and met Johan,
who was a widower. They are settling into a new flat at Ockie
Oosthuizen. Sylvia has always lived in PE. Johan came from
Joubertina and spent his whole working life in the air force.
MARION MOORE, Walton Park

ELAINE CURTIS at the Walton Park mini
fete with her jewellery and soaps.

DORA SMITH was part of
the refreshment team
selling cream scones.

ELIZE WHATLEY and YVONNE MACKENZIE
enjoying refreshments at the fete.

MARGARET BROWNE and
NOLA FRASER selling tea
and coffee at the fete.
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Calligrapher JEAN KLEINHANS with the cards which
she also makes.

Top Rotary honour for Trevor Long
THERE are many selfless and incredible residents in ECHO villages, so when one of them is
recognised internationally we are all filled with
admiration. Trevor Long, of Kruger Gardens,
was awarded the highest accolade possible by
Rotary International, “Service above Self”, at
the Rotary District Conference in Port Elizabeth
on Saturday, May 11. Only 150 of these are
awarded internationally each year out of 1,25
million Rotarians worldwide. Rotary’s greatest
honour took him completely by surprise! Trevor
has been involved in Rotary since 1980, ably
assisted by his wife, Denise, without whom, he
says, this couldn’t have happened. He was delighted when she was asked to join him on the
podium at the ceremony. Trevor has worked
tirelessly at both international and local levels,
representing the Rotary Foundation from Kenya
southwards, visiting many countries globally,
making friends and spreading good works. The
award states that Trevor “through devotion and
exemplary efforts, embodies Rotary’s motto of
Service above Self”. We congratulate Trevor for
a well-deserved reward for his wonderful philanthropic humanitarianism.

DI HAARHOFF, Kruger Gardens

TREVOR LONG holds the Rotary International award, which was presented to him by
JIANNA DOUBELL, District Governor of Rotary. On the right is Trevor’s wife, DENISE.

LP West birthday tea and table tennis revival

NORMAN and THELMA HARDIE at the wellattended April birthday tea at Laubscher
Park West when 12 residents celebrated
their birthdays. Popular Bert Busse provided musical entertainment. Malone Koetser and Yvonne Danckwerts again created
stunning flower arrangements.

There has been a revival of interest in table
tennis at Laubscher Park West since it was
moved from Saturday mornings to Tuesday
afternoons. Facing the camera are SHEILA
ENTRESS, of Laubscher Park East, and
FRED PRYER with JENNY HEUNIS (in white)
and RACHEL DU PLESSIS in front.
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TRIP TO CHINA, VIETNAM, JAPAN AND
OUR holiday in Asia in February was a month of wonderful people, great sights
and was enjoyable every
day. A start was made by flying into Hanoi in North Vietnam. Next day we were on
Halong Lake with its 2 000
rock outcrops from small to
mountainous in size. There
was a wonderful multicoloured cave in one of them.
Traffic in Hanoi was predominantly Toyota. We saw no
stop streets, no speed humps
and such courteous drivers.
The red traffic light would see
60 mopeds stopping! Food
was delicious, with many
fruits and vegetables, and
very affordable. History goes
back a long way with many
majestic and period stylish
buildings. There were many
street stalls. The courtesy of
the people was memorable.
500km further south at Hue
we saw the royal tomb of Ho
Chi Minh, who is revered for
his years of leadership. In a
huge vegetable garden,
which has been owned by
the same family for 150
years, we did some supervised gardening. Lines had to
be straight! We watered with
a yoke across our shoulders

DENISE and TREVOR LONG on Halong Bay beach with
some of its 2 000 rock outcrops in the background.
supporting two watering cans.
Another 500km southwards
brought us to Ho Chi Minh
City, formerly Saigon, and the
municipality is still called Saigon. The flight over the Mekong Delta (the size of Holland) was unforgettable.
Some war damage in busy
places was left untouched as
a daily reminder that war
achieves only bad feelings
and destruction. Many folk
said: “We fought an unpleasant war until we realised how
foolish we were. Now we
work together with common
aims of peace and prosperity.” A highlight was visiting
the 200km of underground
tunnels and rooms dug in war

TREVOR and DENISE on a boat in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta
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time. The short crawl in these
low tunnels was quite an
emotional experience. Then
to Hong Kong to go aboard
the stately and elegant
Queen Mary 2 cruise liner for
14 days which took us to
China (Shanghai and Beijing), Japan (Kitakyushu) and
South Korea (Seogwipo City
on Jeju Island) and back to
Hong Kong to return home.
Special experiences of the
cruise were travelling on the
Bullet Train in Beijing at 301
km/h without a sound (it
would do Port Elizabeth to
Johannesburg in four hours!),
seeing an almost unbelievable acrobatic performance
in a Chinese theatre, the Yu
Garden, The Forbidden City
and Tiananmen Square.
Walking on the Great Wall of
China was the real highlight
of the trip. You step on to it
with the thought “I can’t believe I am here”. It is an indescribable engineering accomplishment and an emotional
experience walking on it. We
wondered how many people
had died in its construction of
6 259km of wall, 359km of
trenches, 2 232 barriers like
mountains and 8 859km of

KOREA A WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE
of river (17 000km in total).
We never saw any litter in
China or Japan, except only,
yes only, one cigarette stompie in Shanghai, which was
picked up in five minutes by
the lady in her small trolley
with cleaning tongs to ensure
there was no litter. The last
two ports were to the islands
of Japan (Kyushu) and South
Korea (Jeju). This was the
first docking of the Queen
Mary 2 at Kitakyushu. A lottery for 500 places on the
dock for a welcoming crowd
was a grand prize for the locals, who were not normally
allowed on the dock. We received a rousing welcome
and farewell from them! The
museum of Natural and Human History saw exhibits of
moving extinct animals and

Making lunch – Vietnamese
-style spring rolls – at a
vegetable garden in which
the Longs also did some
supervised gardening.
an erupting volcano. It was
great to see a picture of
Marjorie Courtenay-Latimer,
curator of the East London

Sylvia an inspiration at 90
SYLVIA JACKSON never
changes – she is always beautifully dressed, always smiling,
always kind, courteous and caring. It is hard to believe she
turned 90 on May 3. She has
lived in Kruger Gardens for 30
years, staying on in her cottage
after the death of her beloved
husband, Ken. They both served the KG community well, Ken
as chairman of the Entertainment Committee and Sylvia,
who ran the Wednesday afternoon teas for more than 10
years, among other things. Her
dedication was legendary and
those teas gave great joy to
many. Sylvia was born in Somerset East, but came to PE
when she was one year old.
She went to school at Collegiate
and her memories are fascinating. After their marriage, she
and Ken moved to the then
Salisbury in Rhodesia, but in
1965 they returned to PE,
where she was reunited with her

Museum, with the coelacanth
discovered in our waters all
those years ago which she
identified. Denise was introduced to a Japanese toilet
where, thanks to a keypad on
the toilet, she could choose a
warm seat, music etc! The
day at Seogwipo City on Jeju
saw a drive through unbuiltup lands, a pleasant change
from the crowded cities. The
highlight here was an 800metre walk through a massive lava tunnel, which took
the lava from the volcano to
the sea thousands of years
ago. We saw many interesting deposits of lava along the
way as well as a volcanic crater 12km in diameter.
TREVOR LONG
Kruger Gardens

Continued from P 1
We look forward to working with the
2019 committee chairpersons.
Residents Committee
Chairpersons 2019

SYLVIA JACKSON
extended family – she had six
sisters and a brother! Sylvia has
a son, Richard, who lives near
Cairns in Australia with his family and Sylvia’s two greatgrandchildren. Sylvia spent a
quiet birthday as both she and
Richard are fighting courageous
battles with cancer. We wish her
well and thank her for being an
inspiration to all.
DI HAARHOFF
Kruger Gardens
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Analise van Huyssteen – DP/DFP
Linda Robson – FH
Geoffrey Jones – KG
Peter Hall – LPE
Deline Edwards – LPW
Faith Geere – NC
Bruce Robertson – SP/LMP
Basil Wilson – WP/OO
Entertainment Committee
Chairpersons 2019
Ernie Pike – Caritas
Connie Broadley – DP/DFP
Pauline de Villiers – FH
John Crowe – KG
Sue Wessels – LPE (WSC)
Bert van Vledder – LPW
Faith Geere – NC
Jim Green – SP/LMP
Aileen Rowland – WP/OO
KEN KEEN – CEO

Varied activities and entertainment
THE activities and entertainment at Laubscher Park East
and the Walmer Service Centre
have been varied this year. We
have had workshops, musical
entertainment, talks, outings,
games and meals, in fact, almost everything.
Sue Wessels demonstrated how
to make gift cards with decoupaged paper serviettes, and
Beryl Allers showed us how to
make small containers for gifts.
Doug Steyn encouraged many
members in the art of calligraphy. Mike Breen brought back
memories to older residents and
fascinated others when he produced a slide show entitled
“Pages from the Past”, which
included slides of Laubscher
Park East over the past few
years.
Red was the colour at a really
enjoyable supper on Valentine's
Day. Unfortunately, Eskom was
not sympathetic or understanding and, when the dreaded loadshedding occurred, the music
was interrupted and our members drifted off home.
Special teas were our Fruity Tea
(and how we enjoyed the fresh
fruit which accompanied the
morning tea), our Easter Tea
and accompanying hot cross
buns as well as our Easter Bonnet Parade. Two non-resident
members, Bert and Maureen
van Vledder, of LP West, judged
Cicely Wakeford, Lorraine
Breen and Ian Clark to be wearing the Cutest, the Most Eastery
and the Most Original Hats respectively.
A smashing Workers’ Tea was
held for all the workers, including the lady in charge of the
hall, the gardeners, our tea and
lunch ladies, the librarians, the
card and stamp sellers, the
monthly braaiers and our bingo
callers.

GLADYS CONRY (standing left), a South African author
who now lives in Australia, gave a talk at Laubscher Park
East on her latest book and autographed them for those
who bought copies. With her are NANETTE GASSON
(seated), LYNNE STEYN, GAVIN JEFFREY, MEL YATES
and JILL FINLAYSON. Gladys, Nanette and Jill are sisters.
Our annual Chinese Lunch
(catered by Cheryl and Raymond Forlee) was again enjoyed by everyone. Although
most of us “chickened out”,
Lorraine and Mike Breen,
Yvonne Weiss and Milly and
Melville Gush used their chopsticks with aplomb.

playing of Bouwer van Rooyen
and the singing of the popular
Happy Echoes. The Lorraine
Primary School Wind Band had
our feet tapping and hands clapping to the music and brought
us to our feet with a standing
ovation at the end of our April
Birthday Tea entertainment.

Regular monthly activities were
our monthly Market Day, which
always draws residents and
members who enjoy the munchies with their tea and also stock
up their cupboards. Daily and
evening bingo attracts cheerful
members, keen to win money or
biscuits as they wait for certain
elusive numbers to be called
out. Raucous laughter can be
heard as members throw the
dice and draw the beetles when
we have a Beetle Drive.

Gladys Conry, a South African
author now living in Australia,
gave a talk on her latest book
and autographed them for those
who bought copies.

Outside entertainers were Ron
Bell, who challenged our memories with his Music Trivia Quiz of
the 1960s, as well as the piano
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The Rev Matthew Calitz gave a
truly interesting talk and slide
show of his pilgrimage to the
Holy Land.
Outings included a morning visit
to the Boardwalk for breakfast
or just a walk around and Pollok
Beach, where some had supper
and others enjoyed ice cream.
DESIREE MARTIN
Laubscher Park East

Hannes and his model flying machines
I started flying model planes in 1987, but I found that my reactions and co-ordination were
not as good as required. This meant that I had every crash described in the book, plus a
few I created myself. This put a strain on my budget and I had to start building models
which could be used for developing my flying skills. Fortunately, after many years I was
able to do solo flying. The hobby changed over the last 10 to 15 years due to the phenomenal development of battery technology. This meant that models could be produced
from foam and fitted with electric motors. These models can easily be repaired and flown
within a very short period after a mishap. In spite of these changes I still love to build my
own models from balsa wood.
HANNES VAN DER MERWE

Stanbury Park

HANNES with four of his model planes. Clockwise from the left are Plane Eclipse, Plane
Trojan T28, still under construction, Plane VisionAire and Plane Flycatcher.
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Service award and braaimaster retires

The Dunant Park Knit and Natter group had
its annual handover to the Algoa Bay
Rotary Club. ADELE ALLEN is holding her
Paul Harris Award for community service.
With her is MELANIE ROBERTS, of Rotary.

Knit and Natter group members: MURIEL
NORTH, JEAN PRICE, CONNIE BROADLEY,
SUSAN IKKING and ANNE CHAPMAN. The
group was started by Joy Henderson, who
also won the Paul Harris Award.

Dunant Park’s monthly braai on April 14
was DEREK SNOW’s finale as braaimaster
so we made it a special occasion. He tickled
the ivories while we sang along from our
ANNETTE VAN ZYL with her knitted articles. booklet of golden oldies. There was even
She has made about 30 little jerseys in the some spontaneous dancing. Standing are
singers PAT WARD and KATHY SPURRIER.
past year, each one in a different pattern.

ETHEL PFISTER, SUSIE BREWER and JAN
LODGE at the March braai, which was a
happy occasion for those who attended.

Also at the braai were LIONEL HUMAN,
AMY WARD, DINEZE STRYDOM and IRIS
HOWARD. Amy is Dineze’s granddaughter.
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Children give pleasure to MK residents

Pupils from Victoria Park High School entertained Munro Kirk residents at Easter. On the
left is CLARENCE MALAN and seated on the right is DAPHNE SIMS-HANDCOCK.

MOLLY VENN with one of
the Victoria Park High
School pupils.

MILDRED JEFFERYS and LUREINA SLABBERT with the
hearts they made for Valentine’s Day with Alethea Botha
and Anne Marie Labuschagne at Munro Kirk.

FLORENCE GLAGO with
one of the 72 EP Children’s
Junior Choir members.

AUDREY DUNLOP and AUDREY COOPER were spoilt by
the children from the SOS Children’s Home for Easter.
They sang, brought chocolates and gave manicures.
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Wilma’s links with Jan Smuts’s family

The flyleaf of an illustrated biography of Jan Smuts shows him with his wife, Ouma. It was
written by Trewhella Cameron and inscribed for Wilma’s older sister, Arlene, by a friend.
Right: WILMA McALISTER in her Dunant Park cottage with some of her indoor plants.
WILMA McALISTER was the
youngest of five daughters of
Atte Nieuwenhout, the vet in
a small town in the Netherlands. Life changed suddenly
when he told her mother they
needed to leave NOW as the
Germans were occupying the
country. She was only three
years old and the eldest child
was 14. Wilma does not remember how they got to Calais. From there they sailed
on an Italian ship for SA. Life
was difficult, but a kindly
dominee housed the family
in Bosrand, near Kroonstad.
The girls went to school in a
“kapkar”. Their father was not
allowed to practise as a vet
so he found work as a farm
manager. A happy spell for
Wilma was when they moved
to Jan Smuts’s farm, Doornkloof, at Irene, near Pretoria.
The first meeting of her father
and Jan Smuts was when her
father, as farm manager, approached a man with a walking stick sitting on a rock on a
koppie and wanted to know
who he was and what he was
doing on the farm! The children ran free on the farm and
were welcome in the “Big

Wilma’s father ATTE,
husband KEN and grandson DAVID CHRISTIE.
House”. They played with the
Smuts family children and
they all had horses to ride.
One time she was sent off on
her horse to take her father’s
lunch to him. The horse shied
and she dropped the lunch as
the horse ran off with her. It
ran because it knew there
was a leopard on the quarry
side! Another story is about
Ouma Smuts, who could not
find the fresh home-made
butter. The children joined in
the search and it was finally
found in the old treadle
Singer sewing machine’s tool
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box. After that happy period
the family moved about and
Wilma spent her high school
years at the Holy Cross Convent in Kokstad. Her father
later did pioneer work on artificial insemination for cattle.
Wilma met her husband,
Ken, in Mooi River and they
moved often as Ken worked
for a bank and was frequently
transferred. Later he ran a
trading store in Zululand.
There her little boy decided
to climb on to a passing bus
while she was busy with her
baby daughter. There was
great panic when the boy
could not be found. Finally a
phone call from the next trading store let them know a little boy had been “lost and
found”. Many years later
when Ken retired they followed their married daughter,
Marlene Christie, to PE.
Sadly, Wilma was soon a
widow, but we are happy to
have her with us. Life has
gone full circle as grandson
David is now at the Titans
Cricket Academy in Irene!
SIGRID HUMAN
Dunant Park

Two villages hold wine tasting event
FAIRHAVEN and Normandy
Court joined forces for a most
successful wine tasting evening at Fairhaven on April 1.
Erica Clark from Vinimark,
daughter-in-law of Fairhaven’s most senior resident,
Bunny Clark, brought along a
selection of Robertson’s
white and red wines. For
many of us this was a whole
new experience and there
was much hilarity as Erica
taught us how to discern the
“nose, the colour and the palate” of the various wines and
then to rate them and fill in
our own comments on the
sheets provided! The tasting
was followed by cheese, biscuits and wine courtesy of
the Fairhaven and Normandy
Court entertainment committees. It was a very enjoyable
way to spend a Monday evening, thanks to the organisational skills of Frankie Simpson, of Normandy Court, and
Pauline de Villiers, of Fairhaven.
ANNE THOMSON
Fairhaven

ERICA CLARK, PAULINE DE VILLIERS and FRANKIE
SIMPSON organised the wine tasting evening at Fairhaven.

LES and BRIAN VAN RENSBURG, ANNE THOMSON,
PEGGY SAUNDERS, BRIAN BRUNETTE and ANNETTE
STUNDEN were among those who enjoyed the wine tasting

JOHAN NIEMAND and ANDY BESTER were
two of the Normandy Court residents who
came to Fairhaven for the wine tasting.

HILTON CLARKE, PATSY BADENHORST
and MIRIAM STIEMENS, also of Normandy
Court, enjoyed the wine tasting.
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Valentine Coffee Shop and Lake Farm

BARBARA REID, suitably dressed in red for
Valentine’s Day, is the new cashier at the
Fairhaven Coffee Shop.

ANNETTE STUNDEN and FREDA and
KAREL MINNAAR with a selection of
lovely cupcakes on Valentine’s Day.

ANNETTE CARTER and FAY HAYES with
MARIE VAN ROOYEN and JANET GORDON
in the background.

BARBARA and BILL HICKSON, JEAN SMIT
and DAWN DE WIT enjoyed Fairhaven’s
outing to Lake Farm.

Fairhaven Assisted Living resident
BARNEY NIENABER, CHARLOTTE VAN
DER LUGT and VERNA CLACK visited the
Lake Farm Coffee Shop and Craft Shop.

KAREEN DAVIS, HELEN VOS, JOEY VAN
DER WESTHUYZEN and DES STRYDOM. Kareen, Joey and Des recently
moved into Assisted Living at Fairhaven.
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VALENTINE’S DAY FUN AT LP EAST

VERONICA POW CHONG, SHEILA ENTRESS and IAN CLARK at the Laubscher
Park East Valentine’s Day supper.

Three others who enjoyed themselves at
the Valentine’s Day supper were LEON
FERREIRA and MEL and JULIA YATES.

Three happy faces … SHEILA GRANGER,
MARIE WALS and ANNE STEYN.

More happy diners … RUTH ACKERMANN,
DAPHNE CLARKE and HELGA SLABBERT.

MAUREEN LOMBARD with
her Valentine’s Day scarf.

DOUG STEYN showing different styles of calligraphy
to YVONNE WEISS and ELAINE CROSSMAN.
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Valentine’s Day fun and Workers’ Tea

Dressed in red for the Valentine’s Day breakfast for residents of Stanbury Park and Lapa
Munnik cottages were JOHN and MARGARET WALKER, VICKY and DAVEN BAXTER and
HEATHER and ALAN McWILLIAM.

Also enjoying the Valentine’s Day fun were PAT NEILL and ERIKA JANSE VAN RENSBURG, ALASDAIR and PATSY MACKAY with their daughters, SUSAN BURSEY and
JENNY YATES, and JULIE and KEITH YATES. The Mackays celebrated their 63rd wedding
anniversary on March 31 and Patsy’s 88th birthday on March 30.

At the Laubscher Park East tea for all the
workers at the village were JANE OELOFSE,
CAROL SCHONKNECHT, MAXIE DOUGLAS
and DI HUGHES.

MATTHEWS NQINDO, LONWABO KONDILE,
WELCOME MILIHO, CICELY WAKEFORD,
OLGA YAWA, DESIREE MARTIN and
LETTIE ELFORD at the tea for workers.
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Valentine’s Day pancake supper at KG

JAMES ROBERTSON hung
the decorations for the
Kruger Gardens Valentine’s
Day supper. Beef and
chicken savoury pancakes
were served, followed by
cinnamon and sugar pancakes with ice cream, caramel sauce and apple slices.

KAY and JOHN SWART and MARGIE and BRIAN POTGIETER made it a family event. Margie is John’s sister and
she and Brian moved into Kruger Gardens recently.

Loving couple … SHEILA
and VAL SAUNDERS.

JANET WYATT, MARGE HANKS, SYLVIA JACKSON and
COLLEEN SCOTT looking forward to their pancakes.

JOAN TER MORSHUIZEN and BRYAN DICKSON, who was dressed for the occasion.
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PAUL KRUGER and his wife, ELMIEN, with
RAE GOLDBERG sporting a heart necklace.

VISIT TO LAKE FARM AND VISTARUS
THE 23 Walton Park residents who visited the Lake
Farm Care Centre on February 27 were taken on a tour
of the workshops. We were
impressed by all of the work
done by the residents. Their
activities include weaving,
knitting, woodwork, pottery
and cooking. The kitchen
prepares ready-made meals,
which are frozen and sold.
The Coffee Shop offers
home-made jams, biscuits,
rusks, knitted scarves and
beanies. After the tour we
enjoyed tea with fresh
scones, jam and cream. It
was a truly enjoyable day.

ISOBEL DU PLESSIS, DOTTIE JONKER, MARTIE STEENKAMP, ELSABE GOUWS, RUKU ODAYAR, NOLA FRAZER,
LIDA KRUGER, MARGARET BROWNE, RINA ROETS,
LORRAINE MARAIS (obscured), ZILDA BURSEY, MARIE
BASSON, SUE STEVENSON, ANSIE VAN ROOYEN, GERT
STANDER, SYLVIA GROENEWALD and JOHAN FERREIRA
were among the 23 WP residents who went to Lake Farm.

Wonderful work
done at Vistarus
EIGHT Walton Park residents
visited Vistarus Mission in
North End on January 24. In
what used to be a railway
hostel, about 350 residents
are loved and cared for in
preparation for their return to
society. Everyone has a task.
Waste and scrap material are
used to generate muchneeded funds. It was wonderful to see extraordinary work
done by ordinary people, all
for the love of God.
MARGARET BROWNE
Walton Park

Walton Park residents JUNE ALLWRIGHT, MARGARET
BROWNE, ANSIE VAN ROOYEN, MARIE LOUW, ALMA VAN
ROOYEN, LORRAINE MARAIS, HANLIE KNOESEN and
SHIRLEY VAN DER MERWE standing outside Vistarus.

New water tank for DP pool
The Dunant Park Entertainment Committee paid for this
tank, which has been installed next to the hall beside the
swimming pool. It will provide water for topping up the
pool and also help with hall emergencies and the nearby
gardens. BILL DE LANGE (right) is a keen swimmer and
also keeps our pool sparkling clean. It gives us great
pleasure in summer. We are grateful to all who volunteer in
our villages. Without them our lives would be much
poorer.
SIGRID HUMAN, Dunant
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Lengthy breakfast at Normandy Court
THE newly elected Entertainment Committee at Normandy Court held a
scrumptious breakfast for
residents and their families.
Altogether 50 people attended. A very happy time
was had by all and although
the breakfast was served
from 9.30am the party carried
on until after 5.30pm! The
diehards started to braai later
during the day and there was
much merriment. Everyone is
asking: “When is the next
one.” We will certainly have
to repeat this.
FAITH GEERE
Normandy Court

HILTON CLARKE, PATSY BADENHORST, DIANE VAN
HEERDEN, PAULINE and PETER VAN BLERK and CHRIS
VAN HEERDEN at the Normandy Court breakfast.

New residents

GAYNOR GILCHRIST, ARLEEN VAN ROOYEN, CYNTHIA
and DON RODGER and DOUG GILCHRIST having fun.
PETER NOLTE and MARY
DWYER are two new residents at Normandy Court.

Some of the workers having their morning coffee …
INGRID HUPPELCHOTEN, GRAHAM SWART, ZETA
COLLOCOTT, FAITH GEERE, JOHAN NIEMAND, MARY
DWYER, MARION DAWSON and MIRIAM STIEMENS.
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HEATHER HUTCHINGS is not well and was unable to write her regular gardening column.
The Hello-o-o Echo editorial committee wishes her a speedy recovery.

MAUREEN CUFF and her husband, Aidan, of Kruger Gardens, landscaped and developed their courtyard, which
does not require too much physical effort and saves water.

The ECHO Service Day at Dunant Park on
April 1 was a bit different. There was no one
-day work party, but a number of smaller
undertakings. GIVEN WINDVOEL, SIGRID
HUMAN and LUNGILE GEORGE beautified
the stoep outside the hall. The extra pots
were donated by Nancy Morris when she
moved to Munro Kirk.

WINNY OOSTHUIZEN with
the papayas outside her
back door at Dunant Park.

HELENA GARDNER, KATE MONTAGU and
TINA ENGELBRECHT with the bench made
by Derek Snow. Residents helped to cover
the cost of varnishing it. We painted pots
donated by Ron and Collette Bosman, who
have also moved to Munro Kirk, planted
shrubs from their garden and placed the
pots on the green near their cottage.

GLENDA ADAMS (second from left), a flower arranging and floral artist, addressed the
Dunant Park Garden Group to show them how to arrange flowers attractively. The group
members here are LIZ BLAMEY, LIBBY ORPEN, ANNAMIE KOVACHI, CONNIE WEBBER
and MOIRA LEWIS. They have regular meetings with tea and interesting talks.
Edited by Keith and Yvonne Dimbleby
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